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The pluses and minuses of growing miscanthus
■ The basics
Also known as elephant grass,
miscanthus is a tall biomass crop
developed specifically for
energy production. Planted using
specialist planting equipment, it
takes two years to become
properly established, and then
regrows every year after
harvest in the spring, for 15-20
years.
It can be grown on almost any
soil type – but is hard to establish
on heavy clay. The crop is
harvested in its third and every
subsequent year using a

“Before we had to pay to take it
all away – now we can burn it.”
Two years ago Tim planted
another 40ha (99 acres) of miscanthus, which will be ready to
harvest in April 2011. Although
he has not secured a contract
for the crop, he is confident it
will find a profitable outlet. “We
have a few options in the pipeline – there is possibly going to

traditional forager, and baled
using a conventional baler.
Coming off at 15 per cent
moisture or below, it can be
baled immediately and stored for
a considerable length of time. It
provides useful cover for game
birds and can also be pelleted for
use in smaller biomass boilers.
UK farmers grow 10,000ha
(24,710 acres) of miscanthus, but
demand is soaring as energy
producers strive to meet
Government targets for
renewable energy, and much is
imported.

be a new retirement village on
8ha (20 acres) nearby, and they
will need 120ha (296 acres) of
miscanthus to provide combined heat and power. I’m convinced there is a future in it.”
Other uses include livestock
and horse bedding. “I’ve been
approached by a couple of dairy
farmers who are keen to take
some straw this year.”

■ The problems – and
solutions
There have been three traditional
problems associated with growing
miscanthus, says Mike Carver,
of New Energy Farms. These are
its expensive establishment, long
lead time, and inconsistent
uptake by end users.
“The attraction is the long term
– the problem is the short term.
“Some of the co-firing users
have been a little slow to take up
their commitment. But they are
becoming more reliable, and
biomass-only plants are
springing up all over the place,
which can’t default back to coal if
the price goes down.”
Government targets and
incentives for renewable fuels
are also supportive to the
industry, he adds. “The potential
for British growers is huge – it is
an enormous market and we can
compete with imports both on
price and carbon footprint.”
Farmers can now expect 50
per cent grant funding towards
the cost of establishing energy
crops. And significant research
into new varieties and forms of
propagation have slashed costs,
says Dr Carver. “Traditional
costs of establishment would
have been about £200,000 for
100ha – we have slashed that by
60 per cent,” he adds.

But on a large scale such
as Wadswick Farm, it is the
renewable heat source that is
both financially and environmentally attractive.
“I love the whole green
approach – it’s a great story for
our customers. But I’m not
green for the sake of being
green – I’m green for the sake of
saving money.”

Bio demand fuels vast new market

Emerging biofuel plants provide a tremendous opportunity for crops such as oilseed rape .

WITH huge new biofuel plants
coming online, including Ensus
and Vivergo in the North East,
and Government biofuel targets
increasing, UK farmers have
another new market for their
crops.
By 2020, 10 per cent of all
British transport fuel is supposed to come from a renewable
source. This could provide an
outlet for British wheat and

sugar beet for bioethanol and
oilseed rape for biodiesel.
At the moment, 80 per cent
of renewable transport fuel is
imported, but the NFU has written biofuel crops into the Red
Tractor farm assurance scheme
to give UK arable farmers the
edge in a competitive market
that will demand mandatory
sustainability criteria from the
beginning of 2011.

“Crops with the badge of
assurance will have a market
advantage,” say the NFU.
The proposed Renewable
Heat Incentive (RHI) will provide a further boost to the biofuel market. Under the RHI, the
Government will pay households to use biodiesel to fuel
their boilers – this could create
annual demand for an extra 900
million litres of biodiesel.

